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I N T R O D U C T I O N



UCSI University’s De Institute of Creative Arts and Design - or better known by its acronym 
ICAD - is an exceptional place to learn and explore the visual arts, art history, and art 
education.

Catering to the needs of the rapidly changing creative industry, ICAD o�ers unique art, 
fashion courses, multimedia and web design programmes that seek to equip students with 
fundamental knowledge, creativity and competencies needed in today’s dynamic 
marketplace. Under the tutelage of experienced academics and established fashion 
designers, students are schooled in industry know-how and continue to hone their creative 
growth and expression, as well as, intellectual challenge.

UCSI University is a vibrant community of learning and scholarship. At present, more than 
12,000 students study at the University. Over the years, students from 110 di�erent countries 
have studied at UCSI University, making the campus a melting pot of culture and diversity. 

As one of Malaysia’s �rst private universities, UCSI University has long impacted the national 
higher education landscape and the University continues to do so with its wide range of 
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes. 

DE I NSTITUTE OF
CREATIVE ARTS AND DESIGN

UCSI UN IVERSITY



Ass . Prof. Dr. Luqman Lee
Director of ICAD

My heartiest congratulations to the 2020, 2021, and 2022 graduates of De Institute of 
Creative Arts & Design (ICAD)!

It is always wonderful to welcome each new talent that comes to ICAD at the start of their 

to come in their years of study. There is also great pleasure in viewing their transformation 
into the young creative talents whose works now grace the pages of this book I hold.

The years of the pandemic have been disruptive to the lives of many. Despite many 
challenges, ICAD students continue to be resourceful and demonstrate much creativity in 
navigating around obstacles. Their resilience and out-of-the-box thinking are simply two of 
the qualities that situate them favourably within the competitive global stage. These 

to the creative industries.

The theme, ICAD 15, marks this year’s graduation as special for it celebrates ICAD’s 15th year 
of nurturing amazing talents. The Institute’s creative curricula in art, design, fashion, and 
digital media at UCSI University Kuala Lumpur, has consistently ensured that our graduates 
have, for the last 15 years, been provided with the best opportunities in each of their 

employability rating by the Ministry of Higher Education in Malaysia every year. It is 

Art & Design.

It is clear from this book that these young talents and their innovative works speak on their 
own merits. We only aim to continue in this tradition of nurturing creative excellence and 
will continue to aspire to greater heights.

MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR OF ICAD

Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,

stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any fom, or by any

means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or

otherwise, without the prior permission of the publisher.





G R A P H I C  D E S I G N



Ath iyah Azzahra

Hi! My name is Athiyah but you can call 

me Zahra. I  creativity and 

communicating through design and 

turning my imagination to life. I like to 

explore different mediums and 

concepts. 

aazzahra2003@gmail.com

Athiyah Azzahra

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



CHARMAINE KOK

Hi! My name is Charmaine and I m  

creative person. I ike to try new things 

because it's an adventure for me.  I am a 

cooperative person and  

alone when given a task. I hope 

and spread 

positiv  through my artwork. You can't 

use up creativity. The more you use, the 

more you have.

keicharmaine47@gmail.com

charmaine kok

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



CH IONG J IA QI

Hey there! My name is Renee 

f rom Ipoh I’m an enthusiastic, 

creative graphic designer with solid 

problem-solving skills. Seeking to 

make the world a better place 

through proven strengths in 

creativity, collaboration, and taking 

criticism. I excel at several tech tools, 

including Illustrator, Photoshop, Xd, 

InDesign, and Premiere Pro. I hope  

become a successful designer and 

contribute to society.

reneechiong00@gmail.com

Renee Chiong

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



FOONG J IN YU

Hello! My name is Jin Yu and I m a graphic 

designer and illustrator f rom Ipoh based in KL.

I like to create simple yet impactful designs to 

inspire everyone. I aim to connect people with 

my design by delivering a message and 

providing visuals that are pleasant to the eye. 

I m passionate about art and design, nature and 

cultural creativity. I m also interested in botany, 

contemporary lifestyles, humanities  life-

oriented research which inspires a lot of my 

designs. Combining the past with a modern 

twist is what I like to present to you.

jyfoong01@gmail.com

Foong Jin Yu

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



KWEK HUAN HU I

Hi! I'm Huan Hui, a girl with a big 

passion for design and music. 

Posters, advertisements and 

merchandises design are my 

strengths, while there are a lot 

more things that I can do too. Talk 

less, work more and continue 

learning throughout life. I hope

 contribute my  the 

design or music industry.

huanhuikwek@gmail.com

huanhui

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

LEE ME I YI NG

Hi! My name is Mei Ying and I m f rom 

Johor. I’m pursuing my Bachelor 

Degree in Multimedia design at UCSI 

University. I transferred to 

multimedia design because I wanted 

to learn more  and 

explore new areas. I love all part of the 

creative process and learning new 

skills. I always look forward to improv  

myself and learning something new.

leemeiying1722@gmail.com

Ying Lee

1



LEE YI SHAN

H  I’m Yi Shan, a graphic designer 

who is unyielding to the ordinary based in a small 

town f rom Johor. Shuttl  through different 

communities, experienc  the impact of 

different cultures, and accumulat  experience 

in them, constantly challenging themselves and 

breaking through the limits.  to create a  

unconstrained world in art, and being 

unconventional is  persistent attitude.  like 

diversity, innovation and anything unique. Like 

water, sometimes drifting with the tide and 

sometimes choppy. This is  attitude.

yuw.ork2207@gmail.com

Yi Shan Lee

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

1



LEONG KAI WEN

Hi, my name is Kevin. I am passionate 

about using variety of software and 

concept to create creative, innovative and 

original design pieces.  

discovering new things and make an 

effort to take myself in trying out different 

styles and concepts. Visual referencing 

inspires me greatly in my work, especially 

experimenting with different kinds of 

modern styles, and bold colours.

kevinleong12@gmail.com

kevin L

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

1



LEONG YONG CH I E

Hello! I’m Kiwi, a f resh graduate  graphic 

design at UCSI University in Kuala Lumpur. I 

have a high aesthetic value for artworks and 

have the enthusiasm and interest in painting. 

My passion for art design and painting has led 

to my interest in different art style 

explorations, to challenge myself with the vast 

opportunities laid in front of me. I specialise in 

branding, packaging designs, illustrations, 

painting and improv  the effect my work 

conveys and keen  new 

knowledge and experiences.

kiwileong9797@gmail.com

Kiwi Leong

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

1



L IM YU EN

Hi! My name is Lim Yu En

raduated f rom diploma in graphic design. 

I  fortunate to  graphic design. In 

, I learned a lot f rom  lecturer 

and my classmate . Every assignment is a 

challenge to help me become better. I like 

to learn everything about design,  

the software and theory. I hope to see more 

excellent work and  inspire my creativity. 

This is a fun and meaningful memory to 

me. I want to open my eye  to create more 

unforgettable experience in my life.

1028en.ee@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

1
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LUA HOR YEAN

Hi! My name is Hor yean and I m a 

f resh graduate graphic design 

student at UCSI University. I am 

interested in design and painting. 

In addition, design is widely used 

in today's society and can create 

many unknown things. I want to 

learn more new skills and gain 

experience to improve myself and 

 imaginative and

 able to create more things.

horyean2000@gmail.com

Hor Yean Lua

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Hello! My name is Julienne and I love to draw 

illustrations as well as designing different 

forms of art. I tend to try out different 

concepts per design to challenge myself and 

to learn more. With what I’ve created, I hope 

my art can motivate or inspire other people 

to take up on their dreams.

Napa Julienne Vera

juliennenapa@gmail.com

Julienne Napa

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Nasyihah Ayun i

Hello!  My name is Nasyihah Ayuni and 

I m an innovative individual driven by 

my energy for my artwork.  I have an 

imaginative methodology for 

everything I , and I also like to try 

new things because it's an adventure 

for me.  I am also a cooperative person 

and good at working alone when given 

a task.  I hope 

 and spread 

positiv  through my artwork.

nasyihahayuni333@gmail.com

Nasyihah Ayuni

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



ONG ROU YI

Hey! My name is Joey and I am 

passionate  designing creative pieces 

that speak  to the audience’s heart. I 

love to play with eccentric ideas and 

take myself on new adventures in trying 

out different styles and concepts. 

Experimenting with bold, bursts of 

colours is also my forte. I hope to be 

someone who transcends messages 

and emotions through visual art to help 

make the world an awesome place.

joeyong003@gmail.com

Goldfish Walker

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



SH IN KAH YEE

Hi! My name is Shin Kah Yee and 

you can call me Shirley. I'm 22 years 

old. I graduated f rom UCSI 

University  November 2021. I like 

listening to songs and drawing 

designs. I like design very much 

because it  the public feel 

advanced and exchang  design 

skills with others.

kahyeeshin26@gmail.com

Shin Shirley

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Hi! I’m Wei Qi f rom Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia. I’m a person who loves to 

think out of the box and still working 

hard to be a creative person. I love to 

explore more and learn something 

new. The reason I choose graphic 

design is that I love to imagine and 

create new things such as layout 

design and logo design. I am also 

interested in illustration so I often 

doodle during my f ree time.

TEE WE I Q I

weiqitee@gmail.com

Wei Qi Tee

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



Hello! My name is Sze Wei and I love 

engaging with any art and design-related 

matters. I am very passionate about 

creating and delivering messages through 

aesthetic visuals of designs. My exceptional 

patience, dexterity, and detail-oriented 

behaviour have me skilled at crafting and 

decorating. Working independently with 

clear goals is one of my strengths as well. I 

foresee myself having impactful works that 

fulfill the users’ needs and experiences.

YAP SZE WE I

weiweisze@gmail.com

Celeste Yap

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



Hello! I’m Kar Kit, a f resh graduate 

student in graphic design based in 

Kuala Lumpur. My passion for art and 

design has led to my interest in different 

art style explorations, to challenge 

myself with the vast opportunities laid 

in f ront of me. I specialise in branding, 

editorial designs and illustrations, but 

I'm also eager to learn new skills and 

experiences to strengthen the impact 

that my artworks portray.

YONG KAR KIT

kristhy00@hotmail.com

Kristhy Yong

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



I stay curious and get the most f rom all the 

situations I encountered. A positive attitude 

is very crucial in harsh environment. Peace, 

nice to meet you!

alan L i ew yue hao

liew_yue_hao@hotmail.com

liningsoh

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGNDEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



Andrea Siow Wan Teng

Graphic designer based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. A 

discipline that utilizes artistic, innovative and strategic 

thinking to create creative work aimed to build brands 

or promote social welfare through advertising. I aim to 

become a designer that is skilled in graphic arts, able 

to incorporate their work in the digital and 

technological age, adapt to entrepreneurial and start-

up cultures and bring their skills beyond the 

boundaries of conventional graphic design. My ideas 

always come through drawing, painting or making 

handicraft. I like to travel and tak  photographs. I 

believe that every person has their own style, 

everything is art and it is special.

sebastian13459@gmail.com

siow_andrea

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



Hey! My name is Calvin, and I'm a graphic 

designer specializing in Branding and Web 

Design. I work diligently to complete 

projects to meet deadlines. Come and 

brainstorm with me!

Calvin Juan
FranCisco

calvinjuanfrancisco@gmail.com

Kaal

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



CHeng siang yee

Hello, I am Cheng Siang Yee. Graphic 

designer based in Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia. I am a  creative person who 

is full of passion to explore new things 

and ideas. Myphilosophy is to create 

something out of nothing.  

chengsiangyee123@gmail.com

chengsiangyee123

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

2



I'm Kit. Major in graphic design 

based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. I 

like to create my own world with the 

combination of colors, illustrations, 

print and layout techniques and 

even photography. Besides, I'm that 

kind of girl who also likes getting 

my hands dirty in arts and crafts. To 

me, creativity can be sparked by 

trying out new things!

CHUA KIT YEE

kityee.chua@gmail.com

Kit Yee

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



DHEENA

Hey! I'm Dheena, a graphic designer 

who is passionate about art. I am a 

f riendly and dedicated person. I love 

to do my best for every single task 

given. I could be a good team leader 

or a well team player. I am a planner 

because I believe that 

. I hope I 

can spread positivity with my 

design to the people around me.

1020dx@gmail.com

Dheena Dx

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Elaine Ho Fooi Kee

Hi! My name is Elaine Ho, a graphic 

designer living in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

Passionate about content creation and 

video editing, and an expert in 3D 

modeling. Loves exploring different design 

software  Spark AR, Unity, Maya 

and NFTs. I believe that every great design 

is starts with a better story.

elain3fruity@gmail.com

Elaine Portfolio

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Hello! I’m Zi Yan, a graphic designer based 

in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Passionate in art 

and design, with a strong ability to adapt to 

new environments. I love to learn new 

things through story-sharing and traveling. 

My ideas for brainstorming always come 

f rom sketches, chit-chat, stories, and 

handicrafts. I always believe that passion 

and attitude is the key to shine yourself!

FOONG Z I YAN

foongziyan@gmail.com

Zyan Foong

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Hey there! I’m Zheng Yang a graphic 

designer based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

Passionate in art and design, with a strong 

ability to adapt to new environments. I love 

to do what challenges me for there are new 

things to learn within it. I’m a strong 

believer of the combination between 

creativity and hardworking. Looking forward 

to another summit of my journey!

GOH ZHENG YANG

zhengyang0917@gmail.com

zyan0917

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Abdulhadi Alnajjar

A graphic designer who loves doing logos, 

brand identities, posters, packaging and 

other brand related stuff and loves to 

expand his experience overall to be the best 

designer he could be and reach heights.

Not af raid to take risks and is confident in 

his work and if  he will try 

again and again until he pleases and reaches 

out to as many people as possible.

hadi_nasri99@hotmail.com

Hadi Ahmad

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

3



Li Jie is a graphic designer f rom Selangor, 

Malaysia. He loves drawing, painting and 

designing. It has always been his dream to 

become a graphic designer, as he is eager 

to keep learning new things while trying 

out different designs and concepts. He 

wants to share his ideas and experiences 

as he works with others. He looks forward 

to more personal projects in the future!

HEE L I J I E

heelijie00@gmail.com

heelijie151

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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CHAI HU I YI

Hi, I am Hui Yi, a student who is 

studying graphic design. I like to 

use Adobe Illustrator and 

Photoshop to create artwork. I also 

like to explore the surroundings 

and take some photos and videos.

stellachy98@gmail.com

chaihuiyi

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Qin Jingqiu, a graphic designer f rom China. 

She is an easy-going girl. She has rich 

experience in hand painting and has great 

passion for illustration design, poster design 

and photography. For work, she always has a 

serious and hardworking attitude. She loves 

design because she believes design can make 

people's lives better in the future.

QIN J I N Q IU

qinjingqiu1998@gmail.com

qinjingqiubb21

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Hi! I’m Joshua, a graphic designer based in Selangor, 

Malaysia. I am a team player who is ever willing to learn 

and take on challenges to improve and share his skills 

with others to make the world a more creative place to 

live in. I believe when you put in 101% of effort in your 

passion to create something impactful and memorable, 

it will definitely bring about success.

Joshua A/L Antony Dass

qinjingqiu1998@gmail.com

Joshua Antony

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

3



KIM CH I YEN

Hi! I am Kim, a graphic designer based in 

Kuala Lumpur and I  always straight to 

the point even designing. I love to 

explore creative art works and create 

different design especially in doing 

illustrations.

kchiyen@gmail.com

kim chi yen

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



lai ern yu

Howdy-do! Graduated f rom UCSI 

University, B.A.(Hons) Graphic Design. 

Born and raised in Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia. I am a creative, persistent 

and courteous person, love colo rful 

things and love  design. Always 

looking forward  new styles 

of design.

gdesigns.emily@gmail.com

_emilylai

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



laM ZHAN HU I

Hi! My name is Zhan Hui, a f resh graduate 

student in graphic design. I am a 

passionate, sincere and creative person. In 

the future, I  to specialize in graphic 

design, photography and layout design.

healee1015@gmail.com

zhanhui0112

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



LAUREN FOO FEE POH

Hi! My name is Lauren, a graphic designer based in 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Passionate in conceptual 

advertising and brand design, with a creative idea 

to convey the message to the market. 

Understanding different country markets ha  

different concerns about the brand product. My 

design process always start f rom understanding 

the product straight, unique selling point and 

consumer needs. Bringing up brand uniqueness to 

the market with a pleasant visual is what I pursue 

in my design journey.

s2011091@gmail.com

Lauren Foo

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

4



LEON NG XIANG YEH

Hello! My name is Leon. A raphic designer 

focused on bringing brands to life in online 

platforms with innovative ingredients of 

design elements. I’m always seeking 

compan  of creative & inspiring 

individuals to speak mutual growth.

tallsmosh@gmail.com

Leon Ng

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

4



Li Ning is a graphic designer f rom Johor, 

Malaysia. She believes that design is a process of 

enhancing people's creativity and adaptability. 

Li Ning is a dependable person, able to work as 

part of a team and individually. She is eager to 

learn and seeks new experience. She always 

takes her work seriously, makes sure she is on 

her responsibilities and strives for perfection.

SOH L I N I NG

liningsoh@gmail.com

liningsoh

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

4



Hello, Iʼm Fiona, currently studying 

Graphic Design,. An ordinary girl who likes 

streetwear, hype, Disney and everything 

pretty! Loving and designing art are part 

of my happiness and I wish to become an 

event planner as my future career. Letʼs 

love art together just like how art fulfilled 

my happiness ! Letʼs love art together just 

like how art fulfilled my happiness!

L IM J IA QIAN

fiona_1113@hotmail.com

Fiona Lim

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

4



Belo! My name is Hui Ying. A passionate 

and motivated Graphic Designer who 

loves creative graphics and arts. Have 

passion in creating contents, also expert 

in image editing. Love photography and 

help bring every single moment in my 

life into live through photography. 

Always obsess by expressing myself 

through graphics and lines.

LOO HU I YI NG

loohuiying506@hotmail.com

joanneng2

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

4



I am a creative, f riendly, and polite, with a 

good sense of humor Graphics Designer with 

a talent for thinking outside the box and 

coming up with innovative ideas and designs. 

Always willing to learn new skills and able to 

work independently in a busy environment 

and in a team environment.

LOW YEE MAN

lowyeeman09@gmail.com

Lowyeeman .

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Hi! I'm Maryam, a Maldivian currently based in 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Often referencing 

modern minimal styles, my artworks explore the 

relationships between bold, striking colours and 

typography. I'm deeply passionate about UI 

design, Editorial design and Branding.

MARYAM JAIHAN FAISAL

maryam.jaihan@gmail.com

janefaisal

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

4



Hello! I’m Suet Meng. I am a passionate 

graphic designer. I see myself as an 

attentive, creative and organize person. 

I am specialized in packaging design, 

editorial design and layout design.

NG SUET MENG

suetmeng.0224@gmail.com

suetmengngdesign

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Hi, I’m Rola. A 25 year old Syrian girl. My 

specialty is graphic design. I love to draw 

and sometimes reading. I hope in the 

future that I would have a special office 

for Graphic Design .

ROLA MAZEN

rola_mazen@hotmail.com

Rola Mazen

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Voila! and Hello there, My name is Russell, 

I am a Graphic Designer. I have a passion 

to make bad design good and good 

design better and I love filling up blanks 

spaces and creating ideas f rom scratch.

RUSSELL GOH

therealrussellgoh@gmail.com

therealrussellgoh

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Hi, I'm Sara, a Jordanian graphic designer. 

Graphic Design is my passion, my moto in 

life is that ‘when you do what you love you 

will succeed in it’ and this is the reason that 

made me study design. I hope to be able to 

deliver a message through my designs.

Sara Al i Danoun

Danouns94@gmail.com

Sara Danoun

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



Hi! My name is Shawn and I have a passion 

for drawing and playing video games. 

Drawing was one of the reason that got me 

into Graphic Design.To me, having fun is the 

most important part of the creative process. I 

enjoy doing illustration whenever i have a 

f ree time as my hobby.

SHAWN CHOO L IU SI NG

shawnchoo1997@gmail.com

shawnchoo97

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



“STEPH CHUN” is a contemporary visual artist who 

specializes in visual communications and is currently 

based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Stephanie Chun is a 

graduate of Fashion Design f rom LASALLE College of 

The Arts, Singapore and is currently undergoing BA 

(Hons) in Graphic Design in UCSI University, Malaysia. 

Besides creating textile designs, she has also picked 

up an interest in graphic design. After working with a 

luxury handbag company which deals with exotic 

leather which supplemented her experience in the 

fashion industry. Stephanie continues creating 

expressive forms of designs in her works.

STEPHAN I E CHUN

chvn.stephchun@gmail.com

Stephanie Chun

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



Hi, this is Kylie, a f resh grad f rom UCSI University, study 

for a BA(Hons) in Graphic Design.

My strong points:

- I am proficient in the use of Adobe software including

Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator.

- I have good time management and always finish the

work on time.

- I am great at teamwork and communicating with others.

During three years of study, I have learnt extra skills more 

than graphic design including photography, image 

editing, motion graphic and digital illustration.

Feel f ree to reach me out, I am happy to share more about 

my experiences!

TAN KE I LEE

suetmeng.0224@gmail.com

suetmengngdesign

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



Hello, I am Yong Jing, a graphic designer 

who is passionate in design and 

illustration. I am always fascinated with 

how an artwork delivers messages, 

stories, and emotions, it spirits me to 

dive into the exploration of design. I 

enjoy the creation process and 

illustration is my all-time enthusiasm.

TAN YONG J ING

yongjingtan.1228@gmail.com

Yong Jing Tan

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



25 years old, f rom China, my childhood was 

filled with comics and movies like Dragon 

Ball, Marvel, etc. I like playing video games. I 

am also a sports enthusiasts; like basketball, 

swimming, billiards, etc. I am good at 

socializing and communicating. I like to 

combine art and life to creat new things and 

pursue f resh ideas in design. I am good at 

digital painting, logo design, poster design, 

and UI design. I can combine both Chinese 

tradition with overseas culture into my design

TIAN J IA XIN

tianjiaxin1113@gmail.com

Jason Tian

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



Hello! I’m Wanyi, a motivated and passionate 

designer. I’m interested in doing editorial and 

advertising design. I look forward to more 

personal projects in the future.

TONG WAN YI

wanyitong@yes.my

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

5



My name is Wong Yik Fai or you can call me 

Ricky. Currently 23 years old and studying

Graphics Design. This is my final year for this 

semester. Art is something we see in our

daily life. No matter where you go, art will be 

always there. That’s where I have so much to

learn about it and explore what things that 

can I learn f rom it.

yikfai1995@gmail.com

wongricky

WONG YIK FAI

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



Hi! My name is Zheng Zhong. I have a certain 

design foundation, good hand-painting 

ability, good overall picture feel, certain 

creativity and ideas, and proficient in graphic 

design software such as Photoshop.

ZHENG ZHONG

zhengzhongmark@gmail.com

Zhong Zheng

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN



My name is Ziyad Adham and I am f rom Egypt. I 

am passionate about creating design solutions 

for all types of businesses and enjoy being 

involved in the creative process. I have worked on 

several projects involving branding, advertising, 

production, and environmental design. Lifelong 

learning is a principle I live by and hope that I can 

further progress in the design field by gaining 

new knowledge and acquiring new skills.

Z iyad Adham Nabi l

Husse in Mohamed

ziyadadham@gmail.com

Ziyad Adham

DEGREE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN





M U LT I M E D I A  D E S I G N



AIYESHA

Hi! I am Aiyesha. My love for creativity, drawing, filming and story-telling (reading and writing 

alike) is the reason I joined this course. I love to come up with f rictionless, fun and new ideas 

and being able to bring my ideas to life is one of my favorite parts in this course. One of my best 

traits, I believe, is my flexibility and openness to change and new suggestions. With great help 

f rom f riends and lecturers alike, I was able to gain more skills and knowledge that helped 

refine my skills further. I would love to learn more about the creative industry and myself! My 

motto is to never regret my choices and that’s how I will continue to live; Fearless and Bold!

aiyesha.mmh@gmail.com aiyeshanya

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

6



Aric L im Tze Howe

Hello! I am Aric, a designer who likes art. I like painting because  it can express my 

feelings. I love art and the story behind the art/painting. I love the combination of art 

and design. For me, Design is a solution to a problem. Art is a question to a problem.

ariclimtzehowe0113@gmail.com

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

6



Asra Khalid Obe idy

I am a black and white girl who loves splashes of vibrant colors on my canvas. I love 

being on my own, but my family and f riends are those splashes of colors which I 

adore. I am dependable, calm, collected and a logical thinker. I love photography and 

motion graphics. I also like animated movies, sports and online games.

asraobeidy030@gmail.com Asra Khalid

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

6



CHA L I LEE

Hello! I'm Ailee, a Multimedia Designer based in Selangor, Malaysia. Designing has always 

been my favourite. I thoroughly enjoy doing so. I adore the creative process because it is 

addictive and can provide endless possibilities. Every new topic is a new adventure for me!

aileejune5@gmail.com Ailee Cha

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

6



CHAN HU I T I NG

Description: Hi! I'm Hui Ting. Many things will cross my mind every moment, every second. 

It could be a word, a picture, a colour, or even a random thought. That is why I chose to 

study multimedia design, although it's challenging and interesting at the same time. 

Whenever I saw my ideas f rom thought until they come to life, I will be so satisfied!

huiting20@outlook.com Hui Ting

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

6



CHOONG XUE L I NG

Hello there! My name is Xueling. Multimedia Design as my choice gave me the chance to 

be a jack of all trades in most things multimedia-related en route to finding my calling. 

Despite not being a master in a specific field at the moment, I find it fun to discover and 

learn new things as I go. I just got to do my best! As quoted by Master Yoda f rom 

Star Wars, “Do or do not. There is no try.”

choongxueling@gmail.com choongxueling

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



Chua Jwo Yi i ng

Hello! I am Jwo Yiing. I am studying Multimedia Design at UCSI University. I am loving to 

do digital art and passionate about challenges in the design fields.

Skilled in Adobe Creative Suite, including Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, and more.

zyunchua@gmail.com zyun.c

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



CHUA XUE SHUNG

Hello! My name is Chua Xue Shung but you can just call me Chua for short I have a 

passion for art and I also use my f ree time to learn a new skill or try to polish my drawing 

skills. To me, failure is the most important part of the creative process as a designer it is 

best to learn f rom your mistakes and failure so that you can strive for improvement. I 

always love to design digital images (social ads, posters, etc), website design for both 

phones and computers, and video editing but I am also totally open to trying new things. 

xue_shung_97@hotmail.com Chua Xue Shung

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



GABRI EL D IONG ZONG REN

Gabriel is an aspiring creative who enjoys creating digital visual media. Based in 

Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, he had a Diploma in Computer Engineering f rom Penang 

Skills Development Centre before continuing on with a BA(Hons) in Multimedia 

Design in UCSI University. Interests are guitar, photography, and making banging 

hot sauces in his f ree time. Passionately pursuing Photography, Cinematography, 

Graphic Design as well as UI/UX Design.

gabriel24dz@gmail.com gb.real

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



Gracealla M ichelle Stanza

Hi! My name is Gracealla, but you can just call me Grace. I’m f rom Jakarta, Indonesia 

and I have always loved art eversince I could remember. I always love to try and learn 

new things, that’s why I choose multimedia. There’s a lot of variety of arts and there 

are many possibilities to create and produce art in any kind of form!

graceallastz@gmail.com

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

7



Griselda Gu i Huang Hong

Hi! I am Griselda, an easygoing Sabahan that has been loving art since a young age. 

To me, art can be in different forms. This is why I chose Multimedia Design, to get 

hyped up in the digital trends and never stop discovering self potential. By adapting 

myself f rom holding a paintbrush to a Wacom pen is a real challenge, yet I am 

always keen and ready to try out new skills to grow my passion!

griselda6067@gmail.com Grislda Gui

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

7

7



Jessica Constanta

Hi! I'm a curious and passion-driven creative designer, illustrator, and motion artist; 

multimedia designer for short. My love for cartoons has brought me here.

It's an honour to show you some of my treasured work!

jessicaconstanta@gmail.com Jessica Constanta

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

7

7



L I EW ME I YUN

Hello! I am Mei Yun. Doing design allows me to take a set of someone’s problems, and turn 

them into something useful and beautiful. I enjoy exploring different solutions through 

typographic choices, layouts, and colours. Being able to think about a problem and solve it 

in a creative way is satisfying and I am always ready to step up to new challenges!

meiyunliew1997@hotmail.com Liew Mei Yun

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

7



L IM SYNDY

Hello! My name is Lim Syndy, and I am a Multimedia Designer. I love design and I 

like to try new things, constantly challenge myself. It is satisfying to see the final 

artworks of my effort. If every new topic is an adventure, I eagerly look forward to it.

l.syndy98@gmail.com

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

7



L IM YEE ERN

Hi! My name is Yee Ern and I have a great interest and passion in any field related to 

design, especially illustration, photography, storyboard planning and video editing, 

possess some skills in AR filter, print and UI design as well. I enjoy the process of 

studying and analysing the project, because I would get different perspectives about 

how I applied my idea to the project. It helps me visualize things better during the 

process. As I worked various project, I gained a lot of experiences and knowledge.

limyeeern99@icloud.com L.YEEERN

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

7



NAEEM

Naeem is a Multimedia Designer based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Specializing in Graphic 

design, Video editing & Videography, Motion Graphics, Packaging, 3D modelling. Naeem is 

currently in his third year of the Multimedia Design program at UCSI University in Kuala 

Lumpur, Malaysia. Naeem is a hard-working individual with a great attention to detail. I 

enjoy new and challenging projects that push me to learn more in the great field of 

creativity and design. Throughout some experiences, I have gained great time 

management skills that allow me to work on multiple projects at once.

naeemnooralam@gmail.com naeemnoor

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



NG JOE SIN

Joanne is an aspiring multimedia designer who enjoys creating in digital visual design 

and photography. Based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. She is passionate about photography, 

videography and creating meaningful and appealing visual designs. She enjoys exploring 

new things and unlocking new skills to further improve herself.

helloimjn1997@gmail.com joanneng2

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



OMAR ABBAS

Hello! I’m a Multimedia designer, specilaized in Filmmaking and i have been 

working in the industry form 2020 in Graphic design and Filmmaking.

ommonahari@gmail.com Omar Nahari

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



PUA HU I XI N

Hi, I am Hui Xin, a student studying multimedia design in UCSI university. 

I am interested in UI design and illustration. I love to explore new things 

and not af raid of failure.

huixinpua@gmail.com hx_0926huixinpua

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



SOO AI WIN

Hi there, I am a graphic and multimedia designer who always explore different 

kinds of design and create something new. As a designer, I believe that art is 

able to change lives and bringing people together. That is why I am very 

passionate about being a multimedia designer.

aiwin27soo05@gmail.com aiwin_275

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

8



SU L I NG TONG

Hello, my name is sulingtong, and I am a multimedia design student in ucsi 

university. I come f rom China.My specialty is 3Dmodeling and multimedia design, 

and I continue to enrich myself.

Tongsu1202@gmail.com lingtong su

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

8



TAN PU I YAN

Halu! My name is Pui Yan and I strive to become more than just ‘that girl with a certain 

skill’. I enjoy a little bit of both graphic design and animation, that’s why I chose to 

study Multimedia Design. To me, every new challenge or project presented to me is a 

door to a new adventure. I enjoy doing all sorts of things and thus I enjoy exploring 

many different topics. One day, I do hope I am able to create something wonderful and 

out of this world by combining all the knowledge I’ve gained f rom my adventures!

puyin.mmd@gmail.com Pui Yan

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

8



TAN yun j i e

Hi, I’m Jamie. I’m a creative designer currently based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. I enjoy 

creating comics, characters and bold illustrations. I’ve always been passionate about 

creating arts and I’d like to believe that it could make the world a better place.

yunjiejamie1997@gmail.com

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

8



TEO SHUO TENG

Shuoteng is a Multimedia Designer who is passionate about creating digital visuals, 

UI/UX design, aesthetic design, always keep learning and exploring new things. For her, 

art is indispensable in our lives, and design is what makes life filled with beauty.

teng7611@gmail.com shuoteng

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

8



STEPHAN I E T IOH XIN T IAN

A Multimedia Designer f rom Penang. I’m passionate about design and photography. 

Photography will always serve as a part of my design inspirations. Occasionally, I travel 

and have a habit of observing subtle things in life. Punctuality and responsible are 

qualities in my daily routines, you might see me rushing works with a mug of matcha.

xiintian10@gmail.com Stephanie Tioh Xin Tian

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN

8



WILBERT

Hello mate! I am Wilbert or you can call me Bert. I am a Multimedia Designer f rom 

Medan, Indonesia. I love to design streetwear and shoes. During my uni life I keep 

learning new stuff f rom the internet because by always doing practices will make u 

better and now currently I had some experience in Web3 or usually we call it as the 

Metaverse. After a year learning on the step by step f rom nothing or zero, I hope that 

one day I can be a successful artist or designer in the Web3

wilbert12sutanto@gmail.com Wilbert Sutanto

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



WONG CH I YI NG

Hello! My name is Chi Ying and I'm a comic enthusiast who is 

passionate about drawing comics and illustrations as an expression 

of thoughts. Currently exploring the realm of multimedia design 

with the aim of visualizing art through different mediums.

chiyingwng@gmail.com

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



WONG SH IN YEE

Shin Yee is an aspiring Multimedia Design student of UCSI University and she is 

passionate about design and shooting. She would like to learn new things to 

improve herself.

ww52q1@gmail.com Louise Wong

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN



WU J IA L I

Hello, I'm Jiali, a lovely girl f rom China. I like art very much. In my eyes, art is constantly 

creating beautiful things, giving people visual beauty, and making others accept or feel 

some effect, which meets my design requirements. In society, art design also exists 

independently, and our aesthetic standards are constantly changing with many social 

factors. Therefore, I hope I can continue to learn and grow in this process and love it 

more on the road in the future.

2781944899@qq.com

DEGREE IN MULTIMEDIA DESIGN
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TI EW J IA YI

Greetings! You can call me Jason or Jia Yi. I enjoy creating my own artwork, most of which 

involves character designs and digital art as well. I was inspired to create these f rom the 

influence of video game concept arts and its cinematic cutscene. To me, it was a rewarding 

experience to enjoy the cutscenes and animations during my gameplay experience 

especially the ones with spectacular storytelling. Hence I would like to take the role to 

inspire others with my own drawings and stories just like what the animators and artists 

had influenced me in the past!

jsontiew2002@gmail.com Jason Tiew

DIPLOMA IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

9



STEVE TAN SZE YI

Hey there! I'm Steve, or you can call me Stevie too! I love and enjoy doing conceptual artworks 

such as character designs, environment designs and more creative related stuff.

My inspirations come f rom games and animated series. I love the characters, the effects that 

can be seen in a game, especially Final Fantasy. I wish to create my own character, and will be 

the character like “Steve” f rom minecraft, where would be the first thing that comes to our 

mind when reminded of the word “Steve”.

tansteve2010@gmail.com Libraic Stevie

DIPLOMA IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

9



Ak Abdul Az iz bi n Pg Adnan

I'm Aziz and a 3D animation student. I love 3D modelling and doing digital art. My works 

are mainly inspired by Japanese art,  animation and games. I aspire to either join a 

game company or to make one myself. Doing digital art is hopefully something I can do 

as work too, if not, as a hobby.

akaziz643@gmail.com

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

9



CAROL ANG J IA LU

Hello, this is K-RO (it is a specialized word f rom Carol). I enjoy watching animation and playing 

video games especially role-playing games, also interested in music such as Vocaloid. I always 

want to bring my characters alive, so I decided to study animation and learn technique about 

the area of design. Throughout the journey in the university, I have a clear direction on my 

ambition and realised what I want the most in the future. In my opinion, 3D Animation is the 

subject that required many efforts and luck (when rendering stuffs). It was time consuming 

and also difficult to persevere, but you definitely have fun when you able to learn new 

techniques and making your creation into 3D.

akakro180@gmail.com aka_k8

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

9



CRYSTAL LEE CH ING YING

Yo, I'm Crystal, the human, not pressurized rock; and with my humanly hand and bursting 

creativity, I am able to create and visualize artwork ranging f rom still-life to animation; 2D to 

3D. Enchanted by both eastern and western aesthetics, I'm constantly experimenting with 

both aesthetic into my own. I am a Master of none, Jack of all Trades.

iimcrystal@hotmail.com iimcrystal !

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN



Dimas Er Baihaqy

‘Sup!, let’s start with my name. My full name is Dimas Er Baihaqy, knowingly as Dimas, as a 

self-proclaim real life 3D Person who passionate as 2D/3D Artist, also known as Light/Web 

Novel/Manga Otaku. Based on my introduction, you may already know that I’m interested in 

animation, both 2D and 3D. That’s the reason why I join this programme as Bachelor of 3D 

Animation Design. Let’s be honest here, I never thought to join and enter this programme at 

first. But, after some quite time, I found my passion in animation same as people around my 

age. That’s make me on fire to catch up with them and even be f riend with everyone. I guess 

joining this programme is my best choice in my life, because someone ever said to me, 

“A Great Journey Wouldn’t be Fun if We Knew the End of Our Journey”.

masdimer19@gmail.com D.maas_

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN



ER ROU XUAN

I'm Fisher, a fish in a human form. An addict of animated films which lead to my interest in 

animation. I have a love for amazing stories in animated films and video games so it is a 

dream of mine to be a great storyteller. To me, having fun is the most important part of 

creative process which is why I love making a fool of myself. It inspires me greatly in my work.

fisherity.rx98@gmail.com Rou Xuan Er (Fisher)

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN



EUGENE ONG SH IN FU

Hello there. I’m Eugene and I hail f rom a little island known as Penang. I’ve been watching 

many cartoons and animations since I was little. Aspiring to be a better 2D/3D artist, I am 

willing to take every opportunity to learn new techniques and tricks. Art is a never ending 

journey and I intend to follow it until I can’t no more.

eugeneo45@gmail.com eugeneong1

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN



GABRI ELA FABRINA

Heyyooo!! My name is Gaby and I’m a 3D artist. I grew up loving animated films, be it 2D

or 3D. So it became my lifelong wish to be a part of the team that creates them.  The 

f reedom to imagine and create is the principle that I love very much in this creative 

industry. And, each time I complete a project, that feeling of bringing the story in my 

head to life feels truly satisfying.

gabrielafabrina@gmail.com Riela Rin

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN



Halwin Kumararaj A/L Paul Pushparaj

Hi! I'm Halwin and I specialize in conceptual illustration and design because it is my 

passion and interest,  hence I'm good in hand drawn and digital painting when it comes to 

conceptual illustrations and design.  Sci-Fi has become one of the key reasons why I choose 

3D Animation and I love it.

halwinkumaraj@gmail.com halwin kumaraj

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

10



JONG L I NG KIAT

Hi! I am a 3D animation student f rom Kuching, Sarawak. Watching movies and 

animations has been one of my hobbies since I was a child. Therefore, Disney and Ghibli 

were the biggest influences on my pursuit of animation. My dream is to become one of 

the best 3D animator, and participate in various wonderful animation productions.

shionaoida@gmail.com Ling Kiat Jong

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

10



KOAY JUN LEN

Bello! My f riends known me as Jun for short or Rainie. I love animals, drawing, movies, games 

and music. My favourite animated films are those f rom Ghibli Studios and DreamWorks. That 

is the reason why I joined 3D animation as my studies. I enjoy creating artworks related to 

animals or monsters or creatures with adventurous types of stories. In university, I had a great 

time with my new found f riends and classmates, which we spend most of our times stressing 

on our assignments and project. Those last minutes dying moments where we always rush to 

finish renderings our project while our laptop that would be a disappointment and give us 

headaches are the best time spend with all of them.

rainiekkoay@gmail.com Rainie Koay

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

10



LEE WE I HAO

I'm a 3D designer. I am a happy person who makes other happy and  someone who is 

always ready to step up to face new challenges. The reason I chose 3D animation as my 

major is because that I  want to bring 3D element into our daily life .

weihaolee1996@gmail.com wei hao lee

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

10



L IM J IA QI

A 3d animation design student in UCSI University. She is passionate about photograph 

and love any kind of art. She is based in Johor. She is an easy going and open-minded 

person who willing to learn new things.

jiaqilim0825@gmail.com jiaqilim0825 jiaqi825

SCAN ME

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

SCAN ME

10



MOHAMMAD RIAZ I

I'm Mohammad Riazi but everyone knows me as Arshia. My specialties are in 3D 

sculpting and advance rigging. I also really enjoy digital painting which I do a lot during 

my f ree time. I have been working in this field since 2010 as 3D animator first and now 

more focused on modelling and advanced modelling.

Arshia.amz@yahoo.com Arshia Riazi

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

1



Nur Zah irah Zuhairah Bint i Ruzhan

I am a 3D animation student f rom Penang. A girl with a big dream to become one of the 

best 3D artists. I love to watch movies and read manga. Movies are the biggest influence 

on me in pursuing 3D. Growing up watching and finally studying 3D is such a dream 

come true. I can’t wait to discover more and be the best 3D artist in the industry.

zahirahzuhairah@gmail.com Zuhairah Ruzhan

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

1



Samantha Chew Sook Pheng

Hi! My name is Samantha and I have a love for amazing stories in animated films and 

video games. Storytelling and animation have become one the key reasons why I choose 

3D animation. To me, having fun is the most important part of the creative process. I 

love doing animations and illustrations but am totally open to try new opportunities in 

the future. Because of what I learn in UCSI University I am now an animator in Inspidea. 

samanthachewsp@gmail.com samanthachew

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

1



Son ic Sh im Vu i Lun

Hi, I'm Sonic. I love doing 3D Animation and digital painting. Watching movies 

is one of my hobbies so I hope I can involve myself into creating movies that 

involve 3D animation. Playing games is also another reason why I fell in love 

with 3D and it is the main reason that I decided to go into 3D.

sonicshim@gmail.com Sonic Shim

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

1



SOO SUET L I NG

YOHO!  A girl here who loves to listen music, play board games and design; 

especially 3D and digital painting. I have a great passion and motivation when 

dealing with 3D modelling. I am always willing to try and experience new things, 

and I will never stop to practice in order to enhance my skills. Nice to meet you.

stephanieling97@gmail.com Stephanie Ling

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

1



TAN YEE MAY

Hi! I’m Tan Yee May who have a great passion and interest when dealing with 3D 

animation. I enjoy animation as it can bring me happiness. I do hope that I can 

make my characters have their own ‘soul’ too!

yeemay599@gmail.com Tan Yee May

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

11



Tan ia Prabha

Tania Prabha, a.k.a Tania Knutt has been active in the theatre scene for over eight 

years. When not on stage or backstage, she takes up various jobs as a journalist, 

transcriptionist, barista and anything that tingles her curiosity. That curiosity has 

now led her into pursuing a degree in 3D Animation in hopes to be a visual 

storyteller through using the art of 2D and 3D Animation.

Taniaprabha@gmail.com taniaknutt tania-knutt

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

SCAN ME

11



TAY CHU YONG

Hi there, I am Chu Yong. Hobbies such as drawing, music and gaming keep 

me occupied during my f ree time. I like to create variety of artworks such 

as illustration, character design and animation. I like to expose myself to 

different design and art style in order to improve my design skills.

chuyong97@gmail.com Chu Yong Tay 

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

11



Yang Nur Adzn ina bt Dany

Ola, my name is Nina and I’m a 3D artist based in Kuala Lumpur. I’m highly interested in 

learning different kinds of art techniques, be it 2D or 3D! The process it takes to develop 

each animated film and video games f rom pre-production all the way to post-production 

never fails to amuse me -one day I definitely would like to take part in said adventure. 

yangnuradznina@gmail.com ninadany

DEGREE IN 3D ANIMATION DESIGN

11





Alma Munaja Mahbub

Passionate about creating unique yet trend setting 

fashion with unique fabric that are eyecatching. 

While drawing, painting and illustration is also my 

favourite. In hopes to become an ideal fashion 

designer in the near future.

almamunaja2017@outlook.com

ALMA

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN



AIVEE YAP ZHENYUE

‘Prismes électriques’ is focused around two

large overlapping circles created by arcs or 

curved forms of primary and secondary colors 

placed one beside the other. The combination 

of two colors can create a brighter effect or 

alternatively, a darker one is Sonia Delaunay's 

painting inspired collection.

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



ARI EF AIMAN BIN AZHAR

My collection was heavily inspired by the well 

known Tegalalng Rice Fields in Bali, 

Indonesia, hence why most of the designs 

consist of green netural tones. I want my 

collection to also bring the message of taking 

the time to appreciate the nature around us. 

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



Chai J i ng Nee

Hi! I'm Jing Nee, a fashion enthusiast and I adore 

design, colour, and patterns. I enjoy experimenting 

with new styles to create a unique look. It likes a 

storytelling, the colours and garment design will 

change the moods or express emotions. The most 

significant aspect of the creative process for me is 

enjoying the moment. Every new phase of my life is 

a f resh adventure.

jingnee333@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



chaisophia2580@gmail.com

SOPH IA CHAI YI NG HER

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

The theme of “The Odd Woman”, which 

originated in my weirdly life. I enjoy wearing 

make up and dressing up myself to appear 

beauty, yet my character remains the same, 

which is odd, but I am still look wonderful.

1



CHAN SH I KHE I

Hi! My name is Shi Khei(CK) and I have great love 

for design and artistry in fashion and objects. 

Creating clothes and fashion has become one of 

my key reasons I choose fashion design and I love it 

naturally. To me, I believe that integrity is one of 

the most important ethics someone needs to have 

in fashion. While designs may be similar, directly 

copying another designer's work is unethical and 

one of the biggest mistakes you can make. I would 

rather produce something that consumers didn't 

like than copy another person's work.

shikei98@icloud.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

12



Fath ia Abdourahma
Housse in 

I am just a simple girl who her dream is super big. I 

am f rom Djibouti (East Af rica) and I am 22 years old. I 

like drawing whatever I see, and I enjoy it. It's loved all 

around the world as I can reinvent, express, create & 

stand out f rom the rest of the crowd. It also gives me 

confidence, as if you look good, you feel good inside. 

Pursuing professional courses in fashion design 

equips me with the required understanding of design 

creation. It also helps me to choose a specific area of 

interest and develop my skills.

roda_mahado@hotmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

12



FOO YAN N I

Hi! My name is Foo Yan Ni (Yoanna). I am a recent 

graduate in Fashion Design f rom UCSI University 

Kuala Lumpur and a makeup artist. I love vintage 

clothing and makeup. The retro look remains 

classic and irreplaceable to this day. Even today, 

these retro looks seem to be back. So, in my 

designs, I want to bring out an elegant, classic, 

feminine feel. Hope you like my designs. Thank you.

yannifoo1120@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

12



HANNAH H I I YEN T I NG

 I am more into designing outfits with expensive 

materials like denims, and I am trying to design 

and make those expensive outfits with cheaper 

cost good materials like reusable materials so that 

customers can purchase affordable outfits that are 

originally expensive. So when my customers are 

happy to wear the outfits, I feel happy and 

satisfied too. I think this is one of the reason that I 

chose to study fashion design. I usually get a lot of 

inspiration f rom the outfits celebrities wear and 

well known brands collection runway.

almamunaja2017@outlook.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

12



JUNG SA RANG

Hello! Pleased to meet you. My name is Jung Sa 

Rang and I have a passion for fashion. I love being 

able to express my creativity through clothing 

whether it be styling or making. It gives me great 

joy to be able to see my designs in real form 

according to my visions. I always had a love for 

drawing and fashion which is why I am pursuing 

fashion design. I love designing clothes but I am 

open to trying new things as well! I believe that we 

all can achieve our dreams and passion!

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

jungsarang0101@gmail.com

Jung Sa Rang

12



JUNG SA RANG
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joy to be able to see my designs in real form 
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DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

jungsarang0101@gmail.com

Jung Sa Rang

12



LEE YUEN CHEE

Hey there, I’m Yuki and I have a strong passion for 

fashion ever since I was 10. Being able to bring my 

ideas to life has become one of my key reasons why 

I choose fashion design. I enjoy every little bit of 

the designing process, f rom sketching out our 

ideas to producing the garments. This world is but 

a canvas to our imagination, cheers for more 

design adventures to come!

yuki0623lee@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



L IM SH IN LU

Therapeutic come f rom the term therapeuein, 

meaning “to attend” or “to treat”. You've 

probably heard particular activities referred to 

as therapeutic, which just means that doing 

that activity makes you feel rejuvenated. It can 

be a behavior, a sound, a smell, a scenery, a 

text or a touch, etc. These can heal the soul, 

soothe the mood, and make people feel happy.

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



L IM SI EW YUAN

I love avant garde fashion and complicated design 

with cuttings and detailing as it looks incredible 

and fascinating. I get attracted by the paint art 

which is The Starry Night painted by Vincent Van 

Gogh, as the paint art shows imagination, 

struggle, and depression. In my collection, I want 

to express f reedom to create some form, illogical 

with emotion. The existence of wrinkles, ice dye, 

and various stitches, drawstring, gathers in my 

collection. Hope you like my design.

lxy06775@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



Mutiara Dina Sabrina 

I have always wanted to become a fashion designer 

since I was younger. Fashion has always been 

something I can express myself through style and 

art. Being in fashion pushes me to challenge my 

own creativity in many different ways, which is why 

I am so grateful to be able to study and pursue 

fashion as my career.

mutiaradzulhafidz@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



M INA SIOW J IA HU I

Romanek are a.c the heart of everything wcdo. 

Love with special moments every day and we 

design co11J.fortable, quali.ty fashionable 

clothes for memories in the making. We aim to 

make getting dressed fashion and vintage. Our 

clothes help women start each day with 

something special because we know a favorite 

outfit can make every day a great one. 

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

13



NG LEE CHYN

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

The theme of “The Odd Woman”, which 

originated in my weirdly life. I enjoy wearing 

make up and dressing up myself to appear 

beauty, yet my character remains the same, 

which is odd, but I am still look wonderful.

13



Patric ia Talitha
Setyadiputra

I have a strong interest in fashion designing. I’ve 

always thought that fashion is not just about 

creating regular clothes, but it is to create a 

piece of wearable art. As with this, we could tell 

people a story through the outfit we wore. This 

led me to choose fashion design as my major. I 

thoroughly enjoyed working, developing and 

experience new things every day.

patriciasetyadiputra@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

13



Sakina Kurban Karimjee

Fashion is a nonstop state of evolution and endless 

opportunities for people to choose how they present 

themselves to the world. I am a big believer of how you 

carry yourself and it's in mynature to take fashion as a 

form of art. With that I am a motivated and creative 

professional who has a keen eye for detail and 

immense passion working with fabrics, patterns, 

colours and textures. I have the understanding of 

keeping up with the trend research to be a part of the 

ever-growing fashion industry.

sakinakurban181920@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

13



KHOO SI EW WAH

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

The concept “VALAK” a demonic nun, which 

is inspired f rom my favourite movie The 

Conjuring Series. There may be a "little devil" 

in everyone's heart, but it is guarded and 

suppressed in social life, and occasionally 

released. In the worst case, it may be violent, 

or it may be a prank. Most of the time, it 

cannot be released. Therefore, the collection 

is to express that the littler devil is an 

individual connected to our hearts.

13



TAN YU HAN

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

This collection is about an artist Kim Noble.

She is a single mother who escapes painful 

memories with are form of “multiple personality 

disorder” afetr being abused as a child. She has 

20 different personalities inside her body and 

which of the personalities know how to draw 

and they draw well. The element of this 

collection is all inspiration f rom KimNoble other 

personalities’ painting and I also mix my design 

with gothic style. 

1



Ti ffany Awan

I am a fashion designer f rom Indonesia. I believe 

every art can be interpreted into different 

meanings. I enjoy getting to know those meanings 

that are hidden behind every art, hence their great 

influences on my designs. So, people who wear or 

look at my designs could either understand the 

meaning I’m trying to convey or create their own 

understanding. I hope to deliver those meanings 

f rom each art to others through my creations.

awantiffany@gmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



wong tze tong

 I am passionate about designing unique outfits. I 

love to play with different styles and concepts to 

make more creative looks. Besides, drawing fashion 

illustration is also my forte. I always like to use 

different media to achieve the effect that I want 

when I draw. I hope to become an influential 

fashion designer in the future.

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

tzetong2002@gmail.com

Tze Tong

1



YI I M ING HUANG

I like to design and customize clothes only for 

others. When the guests wear the clothes I 

designed for them and they are very satisfied, I will 

feel very happy. This seems to be the reason why I 

choose to study fashion design. I also like to admire 

the clothes worn by many artists. I often get a lot of 

ideas f rom the clothes they wear.

sally_minghuang@hotmail.com

DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGN

1



Aiko Leony Thamrin 

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

BY AIKO LEONY, our brand's concept is inspired by 

God's greatest gift, our mother earth. We ensure 

unique and exclusive designs for our customers. Fo 

r this collection, the inspiration came f rom one of 

the global issues, oil spills in the ocean. We 

interpreting it with the marble prints on most of 

the garments. The marble prints are hand-made. 

by.aikoleony 

1



AiZAT ROSLI

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

An awkward shy individual hiding behind an 

extrovert facade to cover up the nerve with an 

immense passion for the creatives yet holding the 

position of creative director at “JIE” .

He has a astrong fascination towards norm 

challenging ideas because he believes that almost 

everything is a product of social construction. He is 

very curious as to how society can define fashion 

and dictate what is deemed acceptable clothing 

hence the birth of “JIE” the label to challenge the 

fundamental idealogy towards clothing.

14



ALAA WAH ID ABDULLAH

Alaa Wahid, the designer, uses her name to 

create a space for people who enjoy mixing art 

and fashion every now and then, all is done while 

practicing sustainbility and putting effort  in 

reducing the carbon footprint. The fashion 

imagery focuses on raising awareness on  the  

aftermath of political conflicts.

alaa.wahid20@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

14



Angela Van ia

Angela Vania is a sustainable-seeking fashion

brand with high quality sense of style and 

classically elegant. Our sole goal is to influence 

the fashion industry in Indonesia and eventually 

worldwide with our nature-conscious, intricated 

craftmanship collections. Our first collection 

entitled, “The Voice of The Forest,” represent the 

expression of the nature. This collection

exists to assist the spread of awareness towards

deforestation issues.

alaa.wahid20@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

14



CHLOE WONG YUAN HUEY

RAW 21 is a fashion brand that offers unique, 

fashionable and distinctive clothing design and 

more exclusive and innovative products to share 

with everyone around the world. Our mission is 

to produce innovative, uncompromising, 

provocative, upholding the power of emotion to 

create an unique style in the world of arts.

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

14



CHOW J IA L I

Hi! My name is Carly and I am passionate about 

expressing emotions and thoughts through 

wearable apparel. Fashion has always been a 

passion for me since growing up with my 

grandmother who is a seamstress. To me, having 

fun is combining emotions within garments and 

watching people explore these hidden messages, 

it is always exciting when people noticed. I am 

still learning about the industry and is not af raid 

to try something new!

ccarly.chow@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

carlychow

14



Christabel Reviana
Candra

I define fashion as a world of creativity and art 

that doesn’t need to make sense for everyone. 

Fashion provides a place for me to f reely express 

myself without any limitation in a form of 

garment. I am very excited to learn many new 

things and gain more experience in the future of 

fashion industry.

reviana.christabel3@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1



DEN ISE THONG WAN QING

“ In the face of the already ubiquitous technology 

products, humans should maintain a detached 

self-sustainment, rather than being uncontrolled by 

tools that provide convenience for life. ”

“THE MORE YOU LIVE THROUGH SCREENS, THE 

MORE YOU’RE LIVING IN A NARROW BANDWIDTH.”

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1



Derella Low Ho Xin

This collection called ‘Rebirth’, meaning that anew 

period of growth for the post pandemic, we want 

to repaint happiness colors to people life. In this 

collection, we seeing things in unexpected ways 

with the keyword perspective and ref raction. I 

used a lot of asymmetrical, upside down and 

deconstruct cut to make this collection have more 

unique and fun cutting. We use the oversized 

silhouette and applied the sickly sweet pastel 

colors create this joyful collection that will make 

people feel f reedom and cheerful.

derella529@outlook.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1



Eun ice Viol i na Audian 

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

Zefanya Eunice is a modern tailored brand that is 

inspired by the history of fashion throughout the 

years since 2022 as a sole proprietorship company, 

owned by Eunice herself. We aim to influence the 

fashion trend in Indonesia and eventu- ally to the 

world with our unique and daring style of fashion.

byzefanyaeunice / zefanyaeunice

1



Fabianna Bertin

I've always been someone who enjoys creating 

designs with their own distinct shape or message. I 

enjoy making my own designs. Being inspired by 

unusual things like silhouettes, forms, shapes, 

texture, and colour. Finding solace in gentle colour 

palettes, creating patterns that may reflect 

emotion.When it comes to fabric experimentation 

and manipulation, I am constantly eager to learn 

new things since it provides me with f resh ideas 

and inspiration to create new styles and patterns.

fabiannabertin@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1



IVEY KONG J IA HU I

Ivey is a ready to wear unisex brands, She believes 

that there should be no difference in fashion 

regarding gender, age, shape, or race that’s alone 

makes them appealing but the minimalist look of 

their gender neutral basics is what specialty of Ivey. 

We offers made to measure we do customize a 

unique design clothing just for you. Thurs, made 

in-house by skilled workers in a handcrafted way.

We are persistent to keep on doing everything 

handmade. And f rom hands come by emotion, 

inspiration, sensitivity, value for everyone.

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

15



Joanne Andreas 

 I am a passionate young designer who has been in love 

with the art world since the age of 4. I found my passion in 

fashion and decided to explore it deeper at a very young 

age, when I was only 8 years old. I love designing and I 

joined lots of art and fashion events back in my hometown, 

Surabaya. One of my biggest achievements is awarded as 

the Youngest Fashion Designer by Jawa Pos in 2010 and 

becoming the winner of Surabaya Fashion Parade in 2013. 

The inspiration of my designs mostly came f rom natures, 

buildings, and movies which concludes why I love 

travelling, sight-seeing and watching movies.

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

zhangjoannean@gmail.com

joanneandreass / joa.atelier

15



Kuah Zh in-N i e

A highly ambitious designer with hope of bringing 

imaginative and creative ideas as well as 

knowledge of current fashion trends to create 

novel clothing items.

“You have only one lifetime to do all the things you 

want, so don’t hesitate go chase your dreams.”

zhinnie_kuah98@hotmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

15



LAI J I NG YING

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

Work, family, f riends, partners, and even personal 

troubles are just a few of the things and issues that 

bind us together in life. Everyone has a difficult 

existence; there are too many issues and incidents 

that cause stress and oppression. Be- cause life is 

so difficult, all we want to do is temporarily forget 

about our difficulties.

15



Laurentia Averina

Hi! My name is laurentia and I am a passionate, 

young, and eager individual who speaks the truest of 

myself through fashion. Fashion has been my 

platform to express my feelings since day 1. The way i 

see it,  fashion is the industry where art and 

emotional feeling may entwine which I find the 

beauty in it. I am still young and obviously needed 

some more learning. My journey is still far ahead and 

I will strive my best for greatness!

verinlaurentia@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

15



Maria Alyssa

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

This is the first collection of MASA that support 

sustainable movement called Marcelline /defender 

of the seal. In this collection we use sustainable 

material for some parts, the design was inspired 

mostly f rom corals and overfishing. That's why you 

will notice some usage of macrame and quilting to 

represent nets, hand embroidery and ruffles to 

represent corals. 

@sasa_alyssa (personal) 

@sasc_arts (portfolio) 

@masa_rtw (clothing 

1



Merlin Azl ian

Merlin Azlian the founder of MERLIN was passionate 

about fashion and art. She started her business in MERLIN 

in early 2021. It was inspired by the pirouettes of her 

imagination and her undying love for fashion, trends, and 

business. Merlin’s passion for fashion makes the brand a 

fabulous platform fueled by dreams and prayer.

lxy06775@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1



M ICHELLE

Fashion is part of my life where I usually express 

myself and designing clothes has become one of 

my key reasons why I choose fashion design as my 

major and I very in love doing illustration too. For 

me, digital designing is my favourite courses and 

also one of the creative process where I can show 

my ability. I always love doing designing and 

illustrations but I am totally open to try new things. 

New things new experience!

mutiaradzulhafidz@gmail.com

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1



MON ICA THANOS

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

1
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Nadh ia Syi fa

Hi im Nadhia Syifa, people used to call me Nat. For 

me fashion is part of my life, it is an art that I can 

express myself into it. It doesn’t matter about the all 

the ages, sizes, but its about what you love to wear. 

I love to devoted what is in my imagination and 

design into a piece of an art.

1001644923@ucsiuniversity.edu.my
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ONG J I E XI

BA (HONS) FASHION DESIGN WITH MARKETING

My intention of creating this collection 

-HOT.COLD.VICTIM- is to remind people to focus on

the inner beauty rather than the appearance. To

support the sustainable movement, part of the

collection is created by using secong-hand

materials, which is known as upcycling.
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Rya Jhurry

Having a creative mind since I can remember, one 

thing led to another, and just like that fashion 

became my passion and now I want to pursue it as my 

career. I love creating original designs even if it’s 

outside of my comfort zone, I love the f reedom of 

expressing myself by doing fashion illustration.

ryajhurry7@gmail.com
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SEHRISH MUKHTAR

For me, Sindhi Patch work and embroidery is a 

preservation of one of the earliest known civilizations. 

These Raw designs are being inherited f rom one 

generation to the next over the past thousands of 

years. I will be able to preserve both the designs and 

also the technique by making these designs. I will be 

able to use old cloth pieces like cotton, denim and 

other fabrics to make these colorful designs that will 

be beneficial for the envi-ronment too.
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Tan J ia-Yi 

Hi! My name is Jia Yi. A person who loves art and 

likes to observe and capture everything in everyday 

life. And clothing is something we touch every day, 

so I think it's a great way to express every story I 

capture daily. Expressing ideas and emotions 

through the feel of fabrics, patterns, etc., are 

exciting to me.

jiayisay@gmail.com
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TAN LAI N E I

Hi! My name is Leon and I have a love and passion 

for fashion and art since I was a kid.

I am willing to take a risk and I don’t play it safe 

because you only live once, so why not just go for it. 

I will not say I’m perfection and I make a couple of 

mistakes every time. To me, learning f rom my 

mistakes is for me to grow and gain experience. 

Josleon26@gmail.com
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TAN YON ING

Yoni , a fashion brand that will entab-lished in 2022 

founded by a tan yoning. Our brand focus on 

woman r-t-w and customize Dresses.

The collection, ‘ breathe purity ‘ that inspired by air 

pollution, i used sarcastic way to remind people to 

protect our air and our earth. 
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TANG CH I YUE

Hello I am Chi Yue! I like to design clothes that are 

more unique to the mass market but still wearable 

in daily life. I like to incorporate things and style 

that I like into my design, and let people see 

something that is more unique out of this. Starting 

f rom my love to draw clothes since I was a child, 

and wanting to make a career out of this, is the 

reason why I choose this course. I am not an expert 

of this industry yet, but I will keep learning and 

open to new opportunities when I still can.

chiyue.cyt@gmail.com
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TEE SING YEE

TEE+ is an independent fashion brand. The brand is 

well known for its color contrast, knitwear, crochet 

embroidery tailored fashion.

New variants are continuously appearing and will not 

vanish in the near future. This issue appealed to me 

since the virus is still active ten years later, and we 

must learn to live with him and find our own personal 

balance. COWITHYOU was meant to depict future 

fashion while also expressing the fact that we are all 

fighters because we are still surviving in this earth ten 

years later while coexisting with the virus.
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xi e xin me i

Hi! My name is Joyce, I am a person who is 

passionate about clothes and has own unique 

opinions on clothes.

Looking forward to the day when I can complete 

my own fashion show, that will be my dream of 

learning clothing, and I look forward to that day.

xiexinmei95@gmail.com
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XI E YI L I N

Hi! My name is XIE YI LIN，I've always thought of

designers as people who are creative and 

imaginative. Let's find the beauty around us and 

turn it into our work!

xieyilinelaine@gmail.com
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XIN YAN

Hi! My name is Xin Yan and I like to design 

something different and new in fashion. Changable 

has become one of my key reasons why I choose 

fashion design and I love it. To me, I love the sense 

of novelty and enjoy the creative process. I always 

try to express my feelings through my design. 

Sustainable and fashionable are what I've always 

insisted on my design.

657408842@qq.com
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YOSEPH INE

Hello, my name is Yosephine and I am a fashion 

student that passion in a dress making. Fashion 

has been a part of my life and become one of my 

key reasons to take fashion design as my major. 

For me, love in fashion and sewing a beautiful 

dress is a fun thing. Expressing ideas through the 

feel of fabrics and embellishments are exciting for 

me. I will keep learning and open to new 

opportunities and experiences.

ypipin74@gmail.com
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